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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT TEACHING SEQUENCE 

Have you ever planned your holidays? Did you know what kind of clothes to put into your baggage? If your answer is no, maybe you should 
consider watching the weather forecast before the next time you go on a trip. It is important to understand that, while it is sunny and warm in 
your country, it is probably freezing in other parts of the world. Although the weather is not always the same every day, it can also be very 
different from one part of the world to another.   

Driving question: Why is the weather different in different parts of the world? 

 

GOALS HOW DO YOU KNOW STUDENTS ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 

1. Understand the factors that affect the main elements of climate 

and how to measure them 

2. Elaborate, analyse and compare climographs from different 

climatic zones 

3. Identify the main climatic zones of the Earth 

4. Distinguish the climate of different parts of the world 

5.  (…) 

1. Identifies the elements that affect climate, their factors, their 

measurement instruments and their units of measurement 

2. Elaborates correctly a climograph from given temperature and 

precipitation data, and interprets the data accurately 

3. Is able to spot the main climatic zones of the Earth on a world map 

4. Is able to identify a particular from a climograph 

5. (...) 

 

FINAL PRODUCT 

What is the final product? 

-  See how weather and climate affect our everyday lives 

-  Create, justify, support and present orally your own project on designing a world trip 
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KEY COMPETENCES 

1 Linguistic communication ✔ 

2 Cultural awareness and expression ✔ 

3 Digital competence ✔ 

4 Mathematical ✔ 

5 Learning to learn ✔ 

6 Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship ✔ 

7 Interaction with the physical world ✔ 

8 Social and civic competences ✔ 

 

 

CONTENTS (Knowledge and Skills) 

TOPIC-RELATED CONTENTS TOPIC-RELATED SKILLS 

1.  Difference between weather and climate 

2.  Elements of climate: temperature, precipitation, atmospheric 
pressure, humidity and wind 

3.  Climographs 

4.  Climatic zones of the world 

5.  Main climates in the world 

1. Convey knowledge to partners and discuss it 

2. Classify and categorize concepts and characteristics 

3. Elaborate a graph from numerical data 

4. Identify different features and organize them into bigger groups 

5. Create, justify, support and present orally the own final project 
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CONTENT-OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE 

Alpine climate, anemometer, atmospheric pressure, barometer, climograph, degree centigrade, Desert climate, Equatorial climate, humidity, 
hygrometer, Mediterranean climate, Oceanic climate, Polar climate, precipitation, rain gauge, temperature, thermometer, Tropical climate, 
weather vane, wind... 
 

Explaining what the weather is like, describing a climograph, summarize the characteristics of a particular climate… 
 

The weather is…, In …, the temperature/precipitation is high/low, The … climate has got warm/cold/wet/dry summer/winter... 
 

 

PERSONAL and EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

-  Make an effort to participate in class 

-  Give the best of yourself 
-  Evidence there is progress and reflection on your learning process 

-  Be aware of your collaborative work 

-  ... 
 

MATERIALS and  RESOURCES 

Most of the materials given to students will be provided through the Moodle platform that we usually use in class. 
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COMMENTS 

-  Heterogeneous groups to attend diversity and foster collaborative work  
-  Role assignment on members of the groups  
-  Positive feedback, teacher’s follow up of the group work  
-  Teacher becomes a facilitator, another resource for the student  
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UNIT OVERVIEW 

Session Activities Timing Skills Interaction CMC Assessment 

 
 
 

1 

Debate: introducing the driving 
question 

10’ L/S T-S 

S-S 

  

Mutual dictation: definitions of 
weather and climate 

10’ R/W/
L/S 

S-S ✔ Assessment through Moodle platform 

Mind map: elements of climate, 
factors, measurement instruments and 
units of measurement 

30’ R/W/
L/S 

S-S 

T-S 

✔ Assessment through Moodle platform 

Key words of the day 5’ W/S T-S   

 
 

2 

Introduction to climographs 10’ R/L T-S   

Elaboration of a climograph 30’ W S-S ✔ Assessment through Moodle platform 

Drawing conclusions from the 
climograph 

15’ R/L/S S-S 

T-S 

✔ Teacher’s observance 

 
 

3 

Questionnaire: what do we know? 10’ R/W/
L/S 

S-S ✔ Self-assessment 

Collaborative puzzle: climatic zones of 
the Earth 

30’ R/W/
L/S 

T-S 

S-S 

✔ Teacher’s observance 

Matching climographs to climates 10’ R/W/
L/S 

S-S ✔ Assessment through Moodle platform 

Key words of the day 5’ W/S T-S   

4 
Elaboration of the final project 55’ R/W/

L/S 

T-S 

S-S 

✔ Teacher’s observance 

 

5 
Oral presentations of the projects 45’ S/L S-S ✔ Teacher’s observance 

Self-assessment rubric of the project 
and the whole unit 

10’ L/W T-S ✔ Self-assessment 
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SESSION-BY-SESSION PLANNING: SESSION 1 

Activity 1 

Activity description Debate: introducing the driving question. The driving question will be introduced to students, and after 
some peer discussing, the students will debate the answer, according to their previous knowledge. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: - 
Conversation: interaction with the teacher and with classmates to state their vision 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: listen to teacher’s and partner’s contribution 

Reading: driving question 

Viewing: - 
Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Difference between weather and climate 

Content-Obligatory LANGUAGE I think that…, I agree…, I don’t agree…, In my opinion,... 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students compare their opinions and previous knowledge about the driving question 

Teacher-led interaction: Teacher introduces the driving question, and then moderates the debate 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) - 

Material - 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher provides assessment while moderating the debate 
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Activity 2 

Activity description Mutual dictation: definitions of weather and climate. In pairs, students will read and dictate each other 
the definitions weather and climate, and thinking later of the differences between them. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: the ability of pronouncing correctly the definition and correct any mistake by the peer 

Writing: transcript what the peer is dictating 

Conversation: interaction with the teacher and with classmates to state their vision 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: peer dictation of the definition 

Reading: both definitions of “weather” and “climate” 

Viewing: - 
Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Difference between weather and climate 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

The weather is… 

The climate is… 

I think the difference between weather and climate is... 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students dictate each other the definitions of “weather” and “climate” 

Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Two worksheets with one definition to read and one gap to complete with the dictated definition 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each student makes sure his/her peer has written the definition correctly 

Teacher assessment: Teacher checks each definition is correct through Moodle platform 
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Activity 3 

Activity description Mind map: elements of climate. Students will make a mind map including all elements of climate, their 
definitions, their changing factors, measurement instruments and units of measurement. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: completing a mind map 

Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output: organisation of ideas and concepts through a mind map 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: information needed to complete the mind map 

Viewing: image scaffolding to support ideas and concepts 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Elements of climate: temperature, precipitation, atmospheric pressure, humidity and wind 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

temperature, precipitation, atmospheric pressure, humidity, wind, thermometer, rain gauge, barometer, 
anemometer, weather vane, degree centigrade, millimetre, hectopascals, percentage, kilometres per 
hour, distance from the sea, height, latitude 

Timing 30’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: Each student makes an own mind map from given information 

Peer interaction: - 
Teacher-led interaction: Teacher walks around the classroom solving any possible doubt 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Mind map is made through bubbl.us, once finished it is uploaded to Moodle platform 

Material A worksheet with all information needed to complete the mind map 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher checks each mind map is correct through Moodle platform 

https://bubbl.us/
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Activity 4 

Activity description Key words of the day. Before leaving the classroom, each student will decide two new words or concepts 
that has learnt on that session. Every student will read his/her key words. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: the ability of pronouncing correctly the key words 

Writing: both key words before reading them 

Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: students can use any input received along the session 

Reading: students can use any input received along the session 

Viewing: - 
Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Difference between weather and climate, elements of climate. 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

My two key words are... 

Timing 5’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: Every student decides his/her two key words 

Peer interaction: - 
Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) - 

Material One post-it per student to write both key words 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher checks both key words are correct 
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SESSION 2 

Activity 1 

Activity description Introduction to climographs. In groups, students will watch some climographs. They will be asked what 
data they represent and how it is made. Answers will be shared with the rest of the students. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: own opinions about what climographs represent and how they are made 

Writing: - 
Conversation: interaction with the teacher and with classmates to state their vision 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: listen to teacher’s and partner’s contribution 

Reading: - 
Viewing: images of several climographs 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climographs 

Content-Obligatory LANGUAGE I think that…, I agree…, I don’t agree…, In my opinion,... 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students compare their opinions and previous knowledge about climographs 

Teacher-led interaction: Teacher introduces images of climographs, and then moderates the debate 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Examples of climographs will be found on Moodle platform 

Material Examples of climographs 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher provides assessment while moderating the debate 
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Activity 2 

Activity description Elaboration of a climograph. Students will make a climograph from some given temperature and 
precipitation data. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: making a climograph 

Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output: organisation of numerical data through a particular kind of graph 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: data needed to make the climograph 

Viewing: images of several climographs used in the previous activities can be used as a guide and help 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climographs 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

temperature, precipitation, red line, blue stripes, months, left side, right side, bottom 

Timing 30’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: Each student makes an own climograph from given temperature and precipitation data 

Peer interaction: - 
Teacher-led interaction: Teacher walks around the classroom solving any possible doubt 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Once the climograph is finished, students will take a photo of it with their mobile phones, and then 
uploaded to Moodle platform 

Material A worksheet with monthly temperature and precipitation data 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher checks each climograph is correct through Moodle platform 
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Activity 3 

Activity description Drawing conclusions from the climograph. In pairs, students will complete a text about the climograph 
they have made, describing it and explaining its characteristics. Correcting with the rest of the class. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: completing a text 

Conversation: interaction with peers to complete the text, then with the rest of the class to correct it 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: written scaffolding to make a text about the information in the climograph 

Viewing: own climograph made before 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climograph 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

Names of months, winter, spring, summer, autumn, temperature is high/low, precipitation is high/low, 
hot, warm, cold, wet, dry... 
 

Timing 15’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students chat and help each other to complete the description 

Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Text to complete about the information in the climograph 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each pair of students make sure their description is correct 

Teacher assessment: Teacher checks all texts are completed through Moodle platform 
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SESSION 3 

Activity 1 

Activity description Review questionnaire: what do we know?. In pairs, students will answer a multiple choice questionnaire 
about content learnt in the previous two sessions. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: - 
Conversation: interaction with peers to complete the questionnaire 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: questionnaire 

Viewing: image scaffolding to support questions and multiple answers 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Weather and climate. Elements of climate. Climographs. 

Content-Obligatory LANGUAGE Language used in previous sessions 
 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students chat and help each other to complete the questionnaire 

Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Questionnaire about sessions 1-2 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each pair of students get the correct answers once the questionnaire is finished 

Teacher assessment: Teacher checks all questionnaires are completed through Moodle platform 
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Activity 2 

Activity description Collaborative puzzle: climatic zones of the Earth. In groups of three, each student will get information 
about a type of climatic zone of the world. Later, they’ll share the information with the rest of the group. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: exchange of information 

Writing: completing a table about the climatic zones of the Earth 

Conversation: interaction with peers to complete the table 

Non-linguistic output: organising ideas and new concepts on a table 

Input Listening: other students’ knowledge 

Reading: information needed to complete a part of the table 

Viewing: image scaffolding to support concepts and ideas 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climatic zones of the world. Main climates in the world 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

Torrid zone, temperate zones, frigid zones, continental climate, tropical climate, polar climate, 
mediterranean climate, desert climate, oceanic climate, alpine climate, equatorial climate. 
 

Timing 30’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students chat and help each other to learn and later to complete the table 

Teacher-led interaction: Teacher explains the development of the activity 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Text to complete about the information in the table 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each group of students make sure their table is correct before uploading it 

Teacher assessment: Teacher checks all tables are completed through Moodle platform 
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Activity 3 

Activity description Matching climographs to climates. In groups of three, students will match several climographs to its 
correct climate of the world, according to what they’ve learnt in the previous activity. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: - 
Conversation: interaction with peers to complete the activity 

Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: questions and possible answers 

Viewing: image scaffolding of several climographs from different climates in the world 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climographs. Climates in the world. 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

Language used in two previous sessions 
 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students chat and help each other to complete the activity 

Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Activity of matching climographs to their correct climate 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each group of students get the correct answers once the activity is finished 

Teacher assessment: Teacher checks all activities are completed through Moodle platform 
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Activity 4 

Activity description Key words of the day. Before leaving the classroom, each student will decide two new words or concepts 
that has learnt on that session. Every student will read his/her key words. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: the ability of pronouncing correctly the key words 

Writing: both key words before reading them 

Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output 

Input Listening: students can use any input received along the session 

Reading: students can use any input received along the session 

Viewing: - 
Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT Climographs. Climatic zones of the Earth. Climates in the world. 

Content-Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

My two key words are... 

Timing 5’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: Every student decides his/her two key words 

Peer interaction: - 
Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) - 

Material One post-it per student to write both key words 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher checks both key words are correct 
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SESSION 4 

Activity 1 

Activity description Elaboration of the final project. In groups of two or three, students will design a trip around the world, 
choosing eight cities, one for each climate, and analysing their climographs, they’ll guess when is the most 
suitable time of the year to take the trip. The results will be presented on a Powerpoint. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: exchange of information 

Writing: any needed information on the project 

Conversation: interaction with peers to complete the project 

Non-linguistic output: visuals and images to illustrate the project 

Input Listening: other students’ interventions 

Reading: information about climates in different cities 

Viewing: image scaffolding to support concepts and ideas 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT All content learnt in the unit 

Content-Obligatory LANGUAGE Language used in the three previous sessions 
 

Timing 55’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students chat and help each other in the elaboration of the project 

Teacher-led interaction: Teacher walks around the classroom helping and solving any possible doubts 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform, browsing the Internet 

Material Climographs of different cities 
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Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: Each group of students take care of the elaboration process of the project 

Teacher assessment: Teacher’s observance 
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SESSION 5 

Activity 1 

Activity description Oral presentations of the final project. Each group of students will have 5 minutes to present their final 
project to the rest of the class, explain which are their chosen cities and why. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: presentation of the project 

Writing: - 
Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output: powerpoint of the final project 

Input Listening: other students’ interventions 

Reading: - 
Viewing: other powerpoints of final projects 

Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT All content learnt in the unit 

Content-Obligatory 
LANGUAGE 

Language used in the three previous sessions 
 

Timing 45’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: - 
Peer interaction: Students show their final project and can be asked by other students 

Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) powerpoint 

Material Teacher’s assessment sheet 

Assessment Self-assessment: - 
Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher assesses the project and also its presentation 
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Activity 2 

Activity description Self-assessment rubric of the project and the whole unit. Each student will reflect on his/her learning 
process through a rubric, assessing several aspects of this unit, including the final project. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking: - 
Writing: - 
Conversation: - 
Non-linguistic output: - 

Input Listening: - 
Reading: options on the rubric 

Viewing: - 
Others: - 

Subject-matter CONTENT All content learnt in the unit 

Content-Obligatory 
LANGUAGE 

- 
 

Timing 10’ 

Format of interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work: Each student fulfills his/her rubric 

Peer interaction: - 
Teacher-led interaction: - 

CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) Moodle platform 

Material Self-assessment rubric 

Assessment Self-assessment: Each student reflects on his/her learning process 

Peer assessment: - 
Teacher assessment: Teacher checks each rubric is fulfilled 
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MATERIALS 
 

SESSION 1. ACTIVITY 2. 

MUTUAL DICTATION: DEFINITIONS OF WEATHER AND CLIMATE 

 

WEATHER: situation of the atmosphere in a certain place and time. 

CLIMATE:  

 

 

(Student A) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

WEATHER: 

CLIMATE: atmospheric conditions from a region during a long period of time, at least 

30 or 40 years. 

 

 

 

 

(Student B)
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SESSION 1. ACTIVITY 3. 

MIND MAP: ELEMENTS OF CLIMATE 

Create a mind map with bubbl.us. Copy this model and complete it with the information in the next page. Once completed, upload it to 

Moodle. 

http://bubbl.us/
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DEFINITIONS 

“Weight or force done by the air over the Earth’s surface” 

“Air bulk in movement” 

“Amount of water vapour in the air” 

“Condensation of atmospheric water vapour that falls on the Earth’s surface” 

“Level of heating in the air because of solar radiation” 

 

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 

hygrometer  -  barometer  -  weather vane  -  rain gauge  -  anemometer  -  thermometer 

 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

millimetre (mm)  -  hectopascals (hPa)  -  percentage (%)  -  degree centigrade (ºC) 

kilometres per hour (km/h) 

 

IT DEPENDS ON… 

temperature  -  latitude  -  distance from the sea  -  temperature of air  -  height  (x2) 
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SESSION 2. ACTIVITY 1. 

INTRODUCTION TO CLIMOGRAPHS 
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SESSION 2. ACTIVITY 2. 

ELABORATION OF A CLIMOGRAPH 

 

Make a climograph using the following temperature and precipitation data. Once finished, take a 

photo of it and upload it to Moodle. 

MONTH TEMPERATURE PRECIPITATION 

January 9.5 ºC 30 mm 

February 10.3 ºC 40 mm 

March 12.4 ºC 53 mm 

April 14.6 ºC 45 mm 

May 17.7 ºC 54 mm 

June 21.5 ºC 40 mm 

July 24.3 ºC 8 mm 

August 25 ºC 15 mm 

September 21.8 ºC 68 mm 

October 17.6 ºC 77 mm 

November 13.5 ºC 54 mm 

December 10.3 ºC 59 mm 
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SESSION 2. ACTIVITY 3. 

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS FROM A CLIMOGRAPH 

 

Watch the climograph you have made and complete the text. 

TEMPERATURE: 

The warmest months in the climograph are _____________, so the _______________  

(autumn, winter, spring, summer) is hot. 

The coldest months in the climograph are ______________, so the _______________  

(autumn, winter, spring, summer) is cold. 

 

PRECIPITATION: 

The driest months in the climograph are _______________, so the _______________  

(autumn, winter, spring, summer) is dry. 

The wettest months in the climograph are _______________, so the _______________  

(autum, winter, spring, summer) is wet. 
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SESSION 3. ACTIVITY 1. 
REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE: WHAT DO WE KNOW? 

 

Answer this test with a partner, about the content learnt in the two previous days. 

1. The ______ is the situation of the atmosphere in a certain place and time. 

 a) weather 

 b) climate 

2. The ______ is the amount of water vapour in the air. 

 a) temperature 

 b) precipitation 

 c) atmospheric pressure 

 d) humidity 

3. To mesure the atmospheric pressure, we use a… 

a) thermometer 

 b) barometer 

 c) hygrometer 

 d) weather vane 

4. A rain gauge measures… 

 a) precipitation 

 b) temperature 

 c) speed of wind 

 d) humidity 

5. We measure the speed of wind in… 

 a) degrees centigrade (ºC) 

 b) kilometres per hour (km/h) 

 c) hectopascals (hPa) 

 d) percentage (%) 

6. We use millimetres (mm) to measure… 

 a) temperature 

 b) direction of wind 

 c) precipitation 

 d) humidity 
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7. Temperature depends on… 

 a) height 

 b) latitude 

 c) distance from the sea 

 d) all of them are correct 

8. In a climograph, the red line represents… 

 a) precipitation 

 b) temperature 

 c) humidity 

 d) atmospheric pressure 

9. In a climograph, the blue stripes represent… 

 a) precipitation 

 b) temperature 

 c) humidity 

 d) atmospheric pressure 

10. In a climograph, we represent _____ at the bottom of the graph. 

 a) days of the week 

 b) months of the year 

 c) precipitation 

 d) temperature 
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SESSION 3. ACTIVITY 2. 
COLLABORATIVE PUZZLES: CLIMATIC ZONES OF THE EARTH 

THE TORRID ZONE (Worksheet for Students A) 

 

The torrid zone is situated between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. 

The torrid zone has got three climates in it: 

EQUATORIAL:  

The temperature is high all the year (average of 25 ºC). Precipitation is 

also high all the year (more than 2,000 mm/year). The typical vegetation 

is the jungle. 

 

TROPICAL: 

The temperature is high all the year (average of 20º C). Precipitation is 

high during the wet season, and low during the dry season. The typical 

vegetation is the savannah. 

 

DESERT: 

Temperature can be extreme (very hot or very cold). Precipitation is very 

limited (less than 250 mm/year). The typical vegetation is the desert 

landscape. 
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THE TEMPERATE ZONES (Worksheet for Students B) 

 

The temperate zones are situated between the Arctic Circle and the Tropic of Cancer, and between the 

Tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle. 

The temperate zones have got three climates in it: 

OCEANIC:  

Winters are cold and summers are cool. Precipitation is regular all the 

year. The typical vegetation are meadows and evergreen forests. 

 

MEDITERRANEAN: 

Winters are warm and summers are hot. Precipitation is irregular all the 

year, with dry summers. The typical vegetation is the deciduous forest. 

 

CONTINENTAL: 

Winters are very cold and summers can be very hot. Precipitation is 

generally limited. The typical vegetation are the steppe and the taiga. 
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THE FRIGID ZONES (Worksheet for Students C) 

 

The frigid zones are situated in the North Pole and the South Pole, and also in mountains above 1,500 m. 

The frigid zones have got two climates in it: 

POLAR:  

The temperature is very low all the year (always under 10ºC). 

Precipitation is very limited. The typical vegetation is tundra. 

 

ALPINE: 

The temperature is low all the year, with very cold winters. Precipitation 

is high all the year (rain in summer, snow in winter). The typical 

vegetation is the alpine landscape.  
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Share the information with your partners and complete the following table: 

TORRID ZONE 

WHERE?  

CLIMATES  Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

 Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

 Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

TEMPERATE ZONES 

WHERE?  

CLIMATES  Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

 Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

 Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

FRIGID ZONES 

WHERE?  

CLIMATES  Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  

 Temperature  

Precipitation  

Vegetation  
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SESSION 3. ACTIVITY 3. 
MATCHING CLIMOGRAPHS TO CLIMATES 

Now that you know all climates in the Earth, match every climograph with its correct climate. 

Equatorial  -  Tropical  -  Desert  -  Oceanic 
Mediterranean  -  Continental  -  Polar  -  Alpine 

                

1. ___________________   2. _____________________ 

 

               

      3.  ___________________   4. _____________________ 

 

               

      5.  ___________________   6. _____________________ 
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      7.  ___________________   8. _____________________ 
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SESSION 4. ACTIVITY 1. 
ELABORATION OF THE FINAL PROJECT 

 

Meet the Andersons: 

 

The Andersons are a British family that want to travel around the world. They want to visit some cities, 

and you will help them design their trip. 

- Choose eight cities around the world, one for each different climate, where the Andersons will 

stop in their trip.  

 

- Draw on a world map the tour and their stops, with the names of the cities and their climates. 

 

- Find a climograph of each city. Watch all of them and decide, according to climate, when is the 

best time of the year to take the trip. Decide how long the trip will be and how many days they 

will spend travelling and visiting each city. 

 

- Present your project on a Powerpoint. 
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SESSION 5. ACTIVITY 2. 
SELF-ASSESSMENT RUBRIC OF THE PROJECT AND THE WHOLE UNIT 

 4 3 2 1 

WEATHER 
AND CLIMATE, 
ELEMENTS OF 
CLIMATE 

I remember the 
difference 
between 
weather and 
climate, and I 
know the 
elements that 
affect climate. 

I think I 
remember the 
difference 
between 
weather and 
climate, and 
some of the 
elements that 
affect climate. 

I’m not sure if I 
remember the 
difference 
between 
weather and 
climate, and 
some of the 
elements that 
affect climate. 

I don’t know 
the difference 
between 
weather and 
climate, and I 
don’t 
remember the 
elements that 
affect climate. 

CLIMOGRAPHS I know how to 
make a 
climograph, and 
I understand 
the information 
in a climograph. 

I think I know 
how to make a 
climograph, and 
I could 
understand the 
information in a 
climograph. 

I’m not sure if I 
know how to 
make a 
climograph, and 
I don’t know if I 
could 
understand the 
information in a 
climograph. 

I don’t know 
how to make a 
climograph and 
I don’t 
understand the 
information in a 
climograph. 

CLIMATES OF 
THE WORLD 

I can remember 
all of the 
climatic zones 
on the Earth, 
and all of their 
climates. 

I can tell most 
of the climatic 
zones on the 
Earth, and most 
of their 
climates. 

I can tell some 
of the climatic 
zones of the 
Earth, and some 
of their 
climates. 

I don’t know 
any of the 
climatic zones 
of the Earth, 
and I remeber 
few or none of 
their climates. 

FINAL 
PROJECT 

I have 
participated in 
all the aspects 
of the design of 
a world trip. 

I have 
participated in 
most of the 
aspects of the 
design of a 
world trip. 

I have 
participated in 
some of the 
aspects of the 
design of a 
world trip. 

I haven’t 
participated 
much, or 
anything at all, 
in the design of 
a world trip. 

WORK 
PROCESS 

I have worked 
very actively 
throughout this 
unit, and have 
given my best 
when working 
in group. 

I have worked 
actively 
throughout this 
unit, and have 
collaborated 
quite a lot when 
working in 
group. 

I have worked 
enough 
throughout this 
unit, and have 
collaborated 
sufficiently 
when working 
in group. 

I haven’t 
worked much 
throughout this 
unit, and 
haven’t 
collaborated 
much when 
working in 
group. 
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